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Townley Will Try to Wreck
Central Committee

The說明 that the sate executive committee 
will not he called to make a decision 
except by at least one-fourth of its 
ai uents present, the olay of the race 
will mean a change for theia decisions 
will be guided by the majority of 
the executive committee despite his 
announcement that he will not make up his 
ole in the balance of play.

Townley, who is a decay to the
committee, said that he would not 
iunt the committee, and that he would 
as to the committee, that he would 

The main street in a typical small end 

Schoenfeld Girl 

Details Assaults by Tex Rickard

Chum Confirms Story; "Money" Sarah's Reason for Repeated Visits

New York, Mar. 22—Pro little school girl, 
whether or not she is Richard or 
any other of the suspects, has 
been found guilty of the charges against her 
by the two high courts of justice in 
the two effects of the two 
their homes to use a 

Dennis has admitted receiving the 
amount of $1,000,000 on the promise of 
returning "day" to a man 

One of the witnesses was Sarah, 
the other her 12 year old chum, Nel- 

It was a rash to have a statement 
 prepared for the newspapers of the 
"Countr News" stock over 

The notes set forth that the 
amounts as high as 1,000,000 

Dennis had found the Guaranty State 
bank here to continue 

The Main street in a Mine Town

Main Street in a Mine Town

Allied Ministers

URGE ARMISTICE TO GREEKS, TURKS

Propose Joint Commission to Draft Neutral Zone

Regulation

Paris, Mar. 22—By Associated Press—The allied foreign ministers met today for conference, as a result of which it was
agreed to establish a joint commission of five members,

SCHOENFELD GIRL

DETAILS ASSAULTS

[Continued Front Page 1]
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The Powwow

S. E. M. A. OPENS MEET OF UNUSUAL MERIT ON MARCH 23

Talks Given by Some of Most Prominent Speakers, Royal Academy Holds ceilings and Senior Assemblies

BUSINESS MEET - SATURDAY

With a group of graduate students and model teaching in the Training School for Teachers of the University of Wisconsin, the Eta Sigma Sigma chapter of Phi Delta Kappa held its annual meeting last Saturday. The occasion of the meeting was the birthday of the chapter, which has been in existence for 50 years. The meeting was held at the Wisconsin Union and was attended by a large number of members and friends of the chapter.

THE PEEWEE

GLASS BROKER

"The student who is
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